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Abstract 
Since the discovery of fission even-odd staggering of proton, neutron and mass yields of the fragments and their energies 
has been a topic of ongoing research. In the present survey only low energy fission is covered, i.e. spontaneous fission and 
thermal neutron induced fission of actinides. From studies  of fragment yields and their even-odd staggering in cold 
fission the lesson is drawn that in models of adiabatic fission, where breaking of nucleon pairs is attributed to non-
adiabatic neck rupture, two parameters have to be taken into account: neck size and speed of neck rupture.   
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1. Even-odd effects in standard fission 
The most pronounced even-odd effects in fragment yields are the staggering of nuclear charges in the 
distribution Y(Z). For their study various techniques have been employed ranging from high resolution 
ionization chambers to electro-magnetic mass separators. An example is provided in Fig. 1 for the charge 
distributions in the light fragments of the reactions 232U(nth,f) [Kaufmann] and 239Pu(nth,f) [C.Schmitt]. The 
fissioning nuclei are (even-even). It is for this type of fissile nuclei that the e-o effects are most pronounced 
with even charge splits being strongly favored.  
    For spontaneous or thermal neutron fission these nuclei remain fully paired up to the saddle point, i.e. 
superfluid. For the descent from the saddle to the scission point there are two models contrasting each other. 
In a first model friction is invoked. With the nuclear liquid being visquous the nucleus will arrive thermally 
excited at the scission point. Nucleon pairs are hence liable to be broken and the nucleus will no longer be 
perfectly superfluid. The even fragment charges are still favored but odd charges are showing up.    
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     In a second model it is assumed that in low energy fission viscosity may be negligibly small. The descent 
from the saddle to the scission point is adiabatic with no nucleon pairs being destroyed. The finite e-o effect is 
attributed to the non-adiabatic snapping of the neck. It is here that pair-breaking occurs. In the present paper 
this second model is advocated. It will be demonstrated that all known even-odd effects can be accounted for 
in the frame of this model. 
        For the discussion of e-o effects it is appropriate to introduce a measure of the effect. By convention the 
size of the e-o effect is quantified as Z = (Ye – Yo) / (Ye + Yo) with Ye and Yo the yields of fragments with 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
     Fig. 1: Charge distribution in (nth,f) of 232U and 239Pu         Fig. 2: Even-odd effect Z vs Z of CN nucleus 
 
even and odd  charge numbers , respectively.                               
    The quantity Z allows comparing succinctly the results of measurements for a series of  reactions.  In Fig. 2 
the e-o effect Z for thermal neutron reactions in the lighter actinides are represented as a function of the 
proton number Z of the fissioning nucleus [Gönnenwein]. In the logarithmic plot it is found that the e-o effect 
Z decreases linearly with the charge Z of the compound nucleus. The effect is strongest for light actinides like 
Th and is dwindling for the heavier actinides like Cf. 
     In passing it is noted that for nuclei with an odd charge number Z undergoing fission with thermal neutrons 
the compounds 239Np and 243Am could be investigated at the high flux reactor of  the ILL. The e-o effect Z of 
the fragments is only present for very asymmetric fission events. In Fig.3 [Tsekhanovich] the data for the local 
e-o effect in 237Np(nth,f) are plotted against the charge of the light fragment Z. The effect is zero for charges Z 
 36 and becomes non-zero only for charges Z < 36.  
    A further remarkable feature of the e-o effect is its dependence on the kinetic energy of the fragments on 
display in Fig. 4 [Gönnenwein]. For thermal neutron fission of the compound nuclei 236U, 240Pu and  250Cf  the 
e-o effect  Z(EK) exhibits a strong increase with the kinetic energy EK of the light fragment. 
 
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Even-odd effect for asymmetric fission               Fig.4: Even-odd effect v s. kinetic energy EK 
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   The characteristics of fragment charge distributions discussed so far are best understood in the framework of 
a Scission Point Model. In the model in Fig. 5 the Coulomb and the deformation energies VCoul and VDef, 
respectively, are plotted as a function of deformation at the scission point. Schematically the deformation is 
described as the sum of the deformations of the two fragments with the tip distance between them kept 
constant. The sum (VCoul + VDef) is the energy which is bound as potential energy at scission. The total 
available energy is the Q-value of the fission reaction. Therefor the energy still free for the excitation of 
collective or intrinsic degrees of freedom is the difference EFree  
                                                              EFree = Q  (VCoul + VDef). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
                Fig. 5: The Scission Point Model                      Fig. 6: The Landau-Zener Effect 
 
It has to be stressed that the term “free energy” introduced in connection with the scission point model has 
nothing to do with the free energy from thermodynamics. Yet, in the context of the present model it aptly 
describes two limiting situations labeled 1 and 2 in the figure. For deformations at scission 1 or 2 the free 
energy vanishes. This means that both, the kinetic energy EKsci and the excitation energy EXsci are nil at 
scission. At deformation 1 the scission configuration is the most compact while at deformation 2 it is the most 
deformed one. The two limiting cases are addressed as “cold compact fission” and “cold deformed fission”. 
    In the adiabatic model of fission under discussion it is argued that breaking of nucleon pairs only occurs at 
scission when the neck is snapping off. This latter process is non-adiabatic and as argued by Landau-Zener  
the nucleus is getting excited. The basic idea of Landau-Zener is visualized in Fig. 6. When the nucleus on the  
way to scission becomes deformed the intrinsic single particle levels move with deformation. Some levels will 
move upwards and some downwards. In the figure the levels Ea and Eb shifting in opposite directions will 
therefore cross. At low speed of deformation any residual interaction will induce the level Ea to slip to the 
level Eb thereby avoiding the crossing. The nucleus remains in the lower state Elow without any excitation 
energy being transferred form the collective downhill movement from saddle to scission to intrinsic excitation. 
This is the basic mechanism justifying the adiabatic model. However, right at scission the rupture of the neck 
is very fast and slippage of levels can no longer be expected. Instead, with increasing speed the probability for 
level Ea to jump over the crossing point and stay level Ea will become more and more probable. In the figure 
the level will now occupy the upper level Eup which corresponds to an excited state- Finally, the excitation 
energy thus created is taken to supply the energy required for breaking nucleon pairs.  
    The dependence of Z on the charge number Z of the fissioning nucleus is well understood along the above 
lines of reasoning. It has to be recalled that from Th to Cf the gain V in potential energy from saddle to 
scission increases from about 10 MeV to about 30 MeV. In the adiabatic model this energy goes mainly into 
the kinetic energy EKsci of the fragments at scission. The relative speed between fragments at scission is thus 
much larger for Cf than Th. The Landau-Zener excitation and the ensuing pair-breaking is hence increasing 
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with the compound charge number ZCN. The charge even odd effect in the fragments is thus predicted to 
decrease as observed in experiment (see Fig. 2). 
    As to the dependence of the e-o effect Z on the kinetic energy of fragments in the laboratory (see Fig.4) it 
has to be born in mind that the total kinetic energy TKE has two components, viz. the Coulomb repulsion 
energy VCoul at scission and the energy EKsci already present at scission. In the relation TKE = VCoul + EKsci by 
far VCoul is carrying the lion`s share. Starting in the Scission Point Model at the highest TKE for the most 
compact scission configuration labeled 1 in Fig. 5 and moving to larger deformations TKE follows the 
decrease of VCoul. But the free energy Efree increases with deformation and with it the kinetic energy EKsci at 
scission This result obtained with the help of the Scission Point Model should be underlined: for decreasing 
kinetic energy TKE in the lab the kinetic energy EKsci at scission is increasing. In the Landau-Zener non-
adiabatic crossing of levels in Fig. 6 the fissioning nucleus jumps therefore with increasing probability to 
excited levels. In consequence nucleon pairs may be broken with larger probability and the charge e-o effect 
deceases together with the kinetic energy in the lab as observed in experiment. It is worthwhile to point out 
that the maximum of the free energy in the Scission Point Model is reached when as a function of increasing 
deformation the loss in Coulomb energy VCoul is just compensated by the  gain in deformation energy VDef. In 
a static picture the maximum of the free energy defines the scission point. Due to fluctuations in the rupture of 
the neck scission will occur in most cases before this point is reached. But dynamically there will also be 
fission events with deformations beyond the static scission point. However, whether the most deformed 
scission configuration at label 2 in Fig. 5 is actually attained has to be answered by experiment. 
2. Even-odd effect in cold fission 
    By convention fission events where the Q-value of the reaction is fully or nearly so exhausted by either the 
total kinetic energy TKE or the total excitation energy TXE are called “cold fission”. Cold compact and cold 
deformed fission with maximal TKE or maximal TXE, respectively, was already addressed in connection with 
the Scission Point Model in Fig. 5. But there are more situations where cold fission obtains. This becomes 
obvious in more realistic scission point models. In Fig. 7 the free energy is calculated for a given mass split 
AL/AH = 110/142 in 252Cf(sf) and with the deformation sizes of the two fragments being varied independently 
[Märten 1992]. The deformed fragments are approximated by spheroids with the parameter  = 3(c a) /(2c+a)  
.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
 
Fig. 7: Generalized Scission Point Model                    Fig. 8: True cold fission in 252Cf(sf)  
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for the minor and major axis of the spheroids a and c, respectively. The Q-value is reached and the free energy 
vanishes not only for the situations discussed in the foregoing with deformations being equal: L = H. Cold 
fission exhausting the phase space is likewise feasible for very asymmetric shapes H > L or vice versa. In 
all cases the signature for cold fission is a pronounced charge even-odd staggering in fission of e-e compound 
nuclei.  
The surprise came when a process called “true cold fission” was studied. True cold fission corresponds in 
the scission point model of Fig. 5 to fission phenomena where the most compact scission configuration 
labeled 1 comes to lie at zero fragment deformation. More precisely it should be said that deformation means 
here the deformation beyond the ground state deformation of the nuclei concerned. The total kinetic energy 
TKE then equals the Q-value and the excitation energy TXE vanishes identically. Experiment has to tell 
whether this limiting case is realized in nature. An experimental result for the reaction 252Cf(sf) is given in 
Fig. 8 [Cröni 1998]. In the scatter plot of events with the parameters heavy fragment mass and total kinetic 
energy it is observed that there are indeed mass regions where fission events where fragments fully drain with 
their TKE the respective Q-values. The masses in question are concentrated near mass AH = 150. Near AH = 
132 some further isolated mass exhibit truly cold events. Notably there is no true cold fission for symmetric 
and very asymmetric fission.  
    To investigate charge even-odd effects in true cold fission evidently besides masses and energies also 
charges have to be measured. This is not an easy task. On the way to true cold fission a first disturbing finding 
was reported for 252Cf(sf). Why it is disturbing is evidenced by comparing the figures 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 the 
distribution of neutron yields is visualized for yields taken at rather high kinetic energies of 110.55 MeV for 
the light fragment in thermal neutron fission of 233U(n,f [Quade 1982]. At these high kinetic energies cold 
fission is approached and neutron multiplicity has dropped to a low level. Therefore neutron evaporation no 
longer blurs even-odd effects for the neutrons. The positive e-o effect with the yields for even neutron 
numbers being preferred is comforting and corroborates the positive e-o effects known for the charge 
distributions. However, pushing for the reaction 252Cf(sf) the measurements to very low excitation energies of 
TXE = 9 MeV and thus coming close to neutron-less fission the situation is dramatically reversed [Hambsch 
1993]. Now the yields for odd neutron numbers are prominent.  
    The measurement of fragment charges in true cold fission brought to evidence that the above puzzle is a 
general phenomenon with novel implications for our understanding of fission. In pioneering work the 
reactions 233U(nth,f) and 235U(nth,f) were investigated analyzing mass by mass A the different isobars Z 
contributing to the total yield upon approaching the Q-values Q(A,Z). The charges were determined by 
inspecting the signal shapes in a twin ionization chamber applying the double energy method.  As a typical 
example the deconvolution of the mass yield for the heavy mass AH = 132 into its Z components in true cold  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Fig. 9: Neutron yield in 235U(nth,f) at light             Fig. 10: Neutron yield in 252Cf(sf) at excitation 
                       fragment kinetic energy EK = 110.55 MeV               energy TXE = 9 MeV 
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                Fig. 11: High energy TKE tail for the                      Fig. 12: High energy TKE tail for the  
                               mass ratio 132/104 in 235U(nth,f)                              mass ratio 132/120 in 252Cf(sf) 
 
fission of 235U(n,f) is given in Fig. 9 [Trochon 1989]. The yields are plotted as a function of the total kinetic 
energy TKE. What is catching the eye is that only odd charge splits 51/41 reach true cold fission with TXE  
0. By contrast, for the magic charge split 50/42 the yield as a function of TKE dies away some 3 MeV before 
the limit set by the Q-value is attained. About 3 MeV of excitation energy are left to the system which will be 
evacuated by -emission.  
    The same observation was made for spontaneous fission of 252Cf. Again data for the magic mass split 
132/120 are shown [Cröni 1998]. For the isobars with the charge ratio 51/47 there are TKE events right up to 
the Q-value. By contrast, for the charge split 50/48 the highest TKE events stay away from their Q-value. In 
summary, only (o,o) fragmentations become truly cold with TKE fully exhausting the available energy Q. 
    A peculiarity in the 252Cf reaction of Fig. 12 is worth pointing out. For the fraction with the magic charge 
numbers 50/48 a bump at rather high energies shows up in the yield curve. This bump is not seen in the yield 
for the fraction 50/42 in the uranium reaction of Fig. 11. Tentatively one may trace this different behaviour to 
the fact that Z = 48 is semi-magic while Z = 42 is non-magic [Ragnarsson 1984]. In californium the bump is 
then due to a doubly-magic charge cluster 50/48 combined with a magic neutron number N = 82 for the heavy 
fragment mass A = 132. However, the bump has only a loose connection to a genuine cluster decay because 
unlike cluster decay it covers a TKE spread of almost 6 MeV.  
    For all three reactions studied, viz. 233U(nth,f), 235U(nth,f) and 252Cf(sf), the deconvolution into isobars of all 
mass yield as a function of TKE yields results very similar to those on display in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. For the 
further discussion it has proven mandatory to choose a presentation amenable to a discussion of the physics 
involved. To this purpose those mass yields were selected where at least one isobar fulfills the criterion of true 
cold fission with the total excitation TXE  0 within the experimental uncertainty of about 1 MeV. For given 
total excitation energy TXE the relative yields of the (Z,N) isotopes (e,e), (e,o), (o,e) and (o,o) were evaluated. 
The result of this exercise is presented in Fig. 13 for the reaction 235U(nth,f) [Trochon 1989]. The figure brings 
clearly into view that only the (o,o) isotopes exhibit truly cold fission, while the (e,o) and the (o,e) isotopes 
come close to cold fission except for about 1 MeV of excitation left, and the (e,e) always stay with about 
2MeV of excitation energy left. Surprisingly this recalls the features of the level density in a back-bended 
Fermi gas model. The level density  reads  ~ exp 2 aE with E = E* for (o,o), E = (E* ) for (e,o) and (o,e), 
and E = (E* 2 ) for (e,e) nuclei where E* is the excitation energy. With the gap parameter  = 1 MeV the 
onset of yield in Fig. 13 is well described by this law of level density.   
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            Fig. 13: Relative yield of (Z,N) isobars vs. TXE             Fig. 14: (e,o) effect for Z and N vs. TXE 
  
    Finally the even-odd effects Z and N are readily calculated from the relative (Z,N) yields as the difference 
between even and odd yields normalized to their sum, separately for charge numbers Z and neutron numbers 
N, respectively. In sharp contrast to the positive even-odd effects in standard fission favoring yields for even 
nucleon numbers, the even-odd effects at low excitation energies TXE  9 MeV are negative placing the 
emphasis on odd nucleon numbers. These are statistically favored due their higher level density.  
    Evidently, in true cold fission a strong pair breaking mechanism must be at work. But since virtually no 
excitation is left, thermal excitation for pair-breaking cannot be invoked. Hence the pronounced e-o effects 
have necessarily to be attributed to non-adiabatic neck ruptures. This is in line with the adiabatic model of low 
energy fission advocated in the present discussion. However, so far pair-breaking at scission was attributed to 
the Landau-Zener effect. There the crucial parameter is the speed of neck rupture which is linked to the speed 
of the downhill motion from saddle to scission. Yet, recalling the scission point model for true cold fission the 
kinetic energy EKsci at scission is nil in this case. According to Landau-Zener there should hence be no pair-
breaking at all and the superfluidity of the (e,e) fissioning nuclei should be perfectly conserved.  With 
experimental evidence to the contrary there must be besides EKsci a further parameter controlling the breaking 
of nucleon pairs. It is suggested that this parameter might be the neck thickness having to be cut at scission. 
With a phenomenological reasoning the probability of pair breaking is thought to increase with neck size at 
rupture in the most compact scission configurations. This could explain why the most pronounced (e-o) effects 
are found in the limit of true cold fission. Thereby statistical arguments based on level density bring (o,o) 
fragmentation into the foreground. Away from cold fission the influence of neck size is less important because 
the size of the neck becomes more or less constant for standard fission. In this energy regime the e-o effects 
are steered by the Landau-Zener effect. As to theory, the non-adiabatic neck rupture has been studied in recent 
years in the sudden approximation. It was indeed shown that the neck size at rupture is besides Landau-Zener 
a parameter controlling the excitation at scission [Carjan 2007]. A theory discussing coherently e-o effects in 
cold and standard fission is still missing. 
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